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INTRODUCTION
Let k be a local field of positive characteristic and let ? be a prime of k.
Let f (X ) # k[X] be a Carlitz polynomial attached to the prime ? (see
Definition 1.1). In this paper, we find explicit reciprocity laws for the local
CarlitzKummer symbols attached to f (X ) (see Definition 1.10).
First, we recall LubinTate theory for local fields of positive charac-
teristic (Section 1). Then, in Section 2, we give an explicit reciprocity law
for the local CarlitzKummer symbol of lever zero (Theorem 2.10) which
is the analogue of a theorem of CoatesWiles [LA, Chap. 9, Theorem 1.3].
In Section 3, we prove Wile’s Theorem [WI, Theorem 1] for the local
CarlitzKummer symbols of level n, n1 (Theorem 3.10, Theorem 3.11,
and Theorem 3.12). Let Fq be a finite field and let P be a monic irreducible
polynomial in Fq[T]. In Section 4, using the theorems obtained in
Sections 2 and 3, we give explicit reciprocity laws (Theorems 4.3) for the
local symbol at the prime P attached to the Pn+1th cyclotomic function
field (see [SC2]). This last result is used in [AN] to determine the
orthogonal of the cyclotomic units of a ‘‘real’’ subfield of the P th
cyclotomic function field.
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Notations
Let K be a local field. We set K*=K"[0]. We denote the valuation ring
of K by OK and the maximal ideal of OK by PK . We denote the group
of units of OK by UK , and for n1 we set U (n)K =1+P
n
K . Let vK be
the PK-adic valuation on K. Let x # K, we say that x is a prime of K if
vK (x)=1.
Suppose that K is of positive characteristic. Then, by Hensel’s Lemma,
there exists an unique finite field F(K )/K such that F(K)&OKPK . Note
that, in this case, if x is a prime of K, we have OK=F(K )[[x]].
Let EK be an abelian extension, we denote the local Artin map for EK
by ( . , EK ).
Let z be a real number, we denote the integral part of z by [z].
1. CARLITZ POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we recall the LubinTate Theory for local fields of
characteristic p. Our main reference will be [LA, Chap. 8].
Let p be a prime number an let Fp be a finite field with p elements. Let
k be a local field, Fp /k. Set s=[F(k) : Fp] and let q= ps.
Let ? be a fixed prime of k. Let k be a fixed algebraic closure of k, then
vk extends to k . Let C be a completion of k with respect to vk , then C is
algebraically closed (see [GO, Sect. 2]).
Definition 1.1. Let f # Ok[X], f=si=0 fi X
pi. We say that f is a
Carlitz’ polynomial if
 f0=? and fs=1,
 for i=1, ..., s&1, fi # Pk .
Let C? be the set of Carlitz’ polynomials. Let L=?X=X q be the basic
LubinTate polynomial; then L # C? .
Proposition 1.2.
(i) Let f # C? . Let a # Ok . Then there exists an unique element
[a]f # Ok[[X]] such that [a]f=aX+higher terms and f b [a]f=[a]f b f.
Note that [a]f is Fp -linear. The map: Ok  EndGa , a [ [a]f is a ring
homomorphism.
(ii) Let f, g # C? . Then there exists an unique element %f, g # Ok[[X]]
such that %f, g=X+higher terms and \a # Ok , %f, g b [a]g=[a]f b %f, g .
Proof. See [LA, Chap. 8, Theorem 1.2]. K
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Let f # C? . For n0, we set 4f, n=[z # C, [?n+1]f (z)=0].
Proposition 1.3. Let f # C? and n0. Set Kn=k(4f, n).
(i) 4f, n is a cyclic Ok-module which is isomorphic to Ok Pn+1k .
(ii) Kn is independent of the choice of f # C? .
(iii) Kn K is totally ramified and Gal(Kn k)&Uk U (n+1)k . Therefore,
[Kn : k]=qn(q&1).
(iv) Let x be a generator of the cyclic Ok -module 4f, n . Then x is a
prime of Kn and OKn=Ok[x].
Proof. See [LA, Chap. 8, Sect. 2]. K
Proposition 1.4. Let f # C? . Let *f, 0 # 4f, 0 , *f, 0 {0. For n1, let
*f, n # 4f, n such that [?]f (*f, n)=*f, n&1 . Let k ab/k be the maximal abelian
extension of k. Let a # k*, and write a=?ku with k # Z and u # Uk . Then
\n0, (a, kabk)(*f, n)=[u&1] f (*f, n).
Proof. See [LA, Chap. 8, Sect. 4]. K
Let f # C? . Let a # Ok ; write [a]f= i0 (a)f, i X p
i
. Recall that [?]f= f,
and for a # Ok , (a)f, 0=a.
Lemma 1.5. Let f # C? . Let n1 be an integer. Let 0ins. Then
(?n)f, i # Pn&[is]k , where P
0
k=Ok .
Proof. The lemma is true for n=1 because [?]f= f. Suppose that it is
true for n, we have to show that it is true for n+1. We have
[?n+1]f=[?]f b [?n] f
=\ :
s
i=0
(?)f, i X p
i+ b \ :
ns
j=0
(?n)f, j X p
j+
=:
i, j
(?)f, i (?n) p
i
f, j X
pi+j.
Thus, for l0,
(?n+1)f, l= :
i+ j=l
(?)f, i (?n) p
i
f, j .
The lemma follows. K
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Proposition 1.6. Let f # C? .
(i) The limit limn (1?n)[?n] f exists in k[[X]] and is denoted by
Logf .
(ii) Write Logf=i0 +f, iX p
i with +f, i # k. Then:
 +f, 0=1,
 vk(+f, i)&[is].
(iii) \a # Ok , Logf b [a]f=a Logf .
Proof. Let a # Ok and let n1 be an integer. We have
[a?n]f=[a] f b [?n]f .
Let l0 be an integer, the last equality leads to
(a?n)f, l=a(?n)f, l+ :
l
i=1
(a)f, i (?n) p
i
f, l&i .
By Lemma 1.5, we have
:
l
i=1
(a)f, i (?n) p
i
f, l&i # P
p(n&l)
k .
Therefore
1
?n+1
(?n+1)f, l #
1
?n
(?n)f, l (P p(n&l)&n&1k ).
Thus +f, l=limn (1?n)(?n)f, l exists in k, and by Lemma 1.5,
vk(+f, l) &_ls & .
Now, we have
lim
n
1
?n
:
l
i=1
(a)f, i (?n) p
i
f, l&i=0.
Thus
lim
n
1
?n
(a?n) f, l=a+f, l .
This gives (iii). K
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Proposition 1.7. Let f # C? . Let Expf be the inverse of Logf , i.e.,
Expf b Logf=Logf b Expf=X. Let D=[z # C, vk(z)>1q&1].
(i) \z # D, vk(z)=vk(Logf (z))=vk(Expf (z)).
(ii) Logf : D  D is an isomorphism of Ok -modules.
Proof. See [LA, Chap. 8, Sect. 6]. K
Proposition 1.8. Let f, g # C? . Then
Logf b %f, g=Logg .
Proof. Recall that, \a # Ok , we have [a] f b %f, g=%f, g b [a]g . Write
%f, g=i0 $iX p
i
, with $0=1 and $i # Ok . Let n1 be an integer; we have
%f, g b [?n]g=[?n]g+ :
i1
$i ([?n]g) p
i
.
But
([?n]g) p
i
= :
j0
(?n) pig, j X
pi+ j.
Thus, by Lemma 1.5, we have
lim
n
1
?n
:
i1
$ i ([?n]g) p
i
=0.
Therefore
lim
n
1
?n
%f, g b [?n]g=Logg .
The proposition follows. K
Let n0. We write Pn for PKn , On for OKn , and Un for UKn . Let mn,
let Nm, n be the norm map from Km to Kn , Tm, n be the trace map from Km
to Kn , Nn be the norm map from Kn to k, Tn be the trace map from Kn to
k, Dm, n be the difference of Km Kn , and Dn be the difference of Kn k.
Proposition 1.9. (i) D0=Pq&20 ,
(ii) Dn+1, n=?On+1 ,
(iii) Dn=?nD0On .
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Proof. Let L be the basic LubinTate polynomial, i.e., L=?X+Xq. Let
*0 # 4L, 0 , *0 {0, and for n1, let *n # 4L, n such that [?]L(*n)=*n&1 . By
Proposition 1.3, K0 k is totally ramified of degree q&1. Thus K0 k is
tamely ramified and this implies (i). Note that (iii) comes from (i), (ii), and
the usual properties of the different.
Let n1. By Proposition 1.3, we have On=On&1[*n]. Let f (X ) be
the minimal polynomial of *n over Kn&1 . Then Dn, n&1= f $(*n) On . But
f (X )=Xq+?X&*n&1 . Thus f $(X )=?. This concludes Proposition 1.9. K
Definition 1.10. Let f # C? . Let z # Pn and let t # C such that
[?n+1] f (t)=z. Set E=Kn(t). Then EKn is an abelian extension which
is independent of the choice of t. Let : # Kn*. We define the local
CarlitzKummer symbol of level n as
(z, :) f, n=(:, EKn)(t)&t.
It is clear that (z, :) f, n # 4f, n and is independent of the choice of t. The
local CarlitzKummer symbol ( } , } ) f, n satisfies the following properties
(see [LA, Chap. 8, Sect. 5]):
(CK1) Let f # C? , z1 , z2 # Pn , :1 , :1 # Kn* and a # Ok . Then
(z1+z2 , :1) f, n=(z1 , :1) f, n+(z2 , :1) f, n ,
(z1 , :1:2) f, n=(z1 , :1) f, n+(z1 , :2) f, n ,
([a]f (z1), :1) f, n=[a] f ((z1 , :1) f, n).
(CK2) Let f, g # C? . Let z # Pn and : # Kn*. Then
(%f, g(z), :) f, n=%f, g((z, :) g, n).
(CK3) Let f # C? , z # Pn , : # Kn*, and _ # Gal(kabk). Then
_((z, :) f, n)=(_(z), _(:)) f, n .
(CK4) Let f # C? , z # Pn , and ‘ # F(Kn)*=F(k)*. Then
(z, ‘) f, n=0.
(CK5) Let f # C? , z # Pn , z{0. Then
(z, z) f, n=0.
(CK6) Let f # C? . Let mn. Let z # Pn and : # K*m . Then
([?m&n]f (z), :) f, m=(z, Nm, n(:)) f, n .
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(CK7) Let f # C? . Let k1 be an integer. Let z # Pn , z{0 and
: # On , :{0, :{1. Then
(z, 1&:) f, n=(z:k, 1&:) f, n+ :
k
i=1
(z:i, z: i&1) f, n .
The property (CK7) is due to Schultheis [SC3]. Let’s give a proof of it.
By (CK5) and (CK1), we have
(z:k, 1&:) f, n=(z:k, z:k&z:k+1) f, n .
Now
(z:k, z:k&z:k+1) f, n=(z:k&(z:k&z:k+1), z:k&z:k+1) f, n
=(z:k+1, z:k&z:k+1) f, n
=(z:k+1, z:k) f, n+(z:k+1, 1&:) f, n ,
and (CK7) follows.
Proposition 1.11. Let f # C? . Let z, : # Pn , z{0, and :{0. Suppose
that vk(z)+vk(:)>n+2. Then
(z, 1&:) f, n=0.
Proof. Let y # Pn . We have
Expf (?n+2y)=Expf (?n+1(?y))
=[?n+1]f (Expf (?y)).
Note that vk(?y)>1q&1. Thus, by Proposition 1.7, Expf (?y) # Pn .
Therefore
Expf (?n+2y) # [?n+1] f (Pn).
Now, let z # Pn such that vk(z)>n+2. By Proposition 1.7, Logf (z) # Pn
and vk(Logf (z))>n+2. The above discussion implies
z # [?n+1]f (Pn).
Let z, : # Pn , z{0 and :{0. Let k be a sufficiently large integer such
that kvk(:)n+2. Then, by (CK1), we have
(z:k, 1&:) f, n=0.
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Now, by (CK7), we have
(z, 1&:) f, n= :
k
i=1
(z:i, z:i&1) f, n .
If vk(z:)>n+2, we have
(z:i, z:i&1) f, n=0.
This concludes the proof of the proposition. K
We finish this section with a result of Wiles.
Proposition 1.12. Let f # C? . Let *f, 0 # 4f, 0 , *f, 0 {0. For n1, let
*f, n # 4f, n such that [?]f (*f, n)=*f, n&1 . Let : # Un . Then
(*f, n , :) f, n=_ 1?n+1 (Nn(:)&1&1)& f (*f, n).
Proof. See [WI, p. 241]. K
2. THE LOCAL CARLITZKUMMER SYMBOL OF LEVEL ZERO
In this section, we prove a theorem of CoatesWiles for the local
CarlitzKummer symbol (see [LA, Chap. 9, Theorem 1.3]). We keep the
notations of Section 1. Set K=K0 .
The following proposition is inspired by the work of Schultheis in
[SC1].
Proposition 2.1. Let f # C? . Let z # PK and let t # C such that
[?]f (t)=z. Set E=K(t).
(i) If vK (z)q&1, then EK is ramified.
(ii) If vK (z)=q, then EK is unramified and [E : K]= p.
(iii) If vK (z)>q, then E=K.
Proof. Let e be the ramification index of EK and let f be the inertia
degree of EK. Then [E : K]=ef. Note that EK is an elementary abelian
p-extension, thus f =1 or f =p. We have
:
s
i=0
(?)f, i t p
i
&z=0,
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where s=[F(k) : Fp], (?)f, 0=?, and (?)f, s=1. Therefere
qvE (t)=vE \ :
s&1
i=0
(?)f, i t p
i
&z+ .
But, for i=0, ..., s&1, we have
vE ((?)f, i t p
i
)q.
Thus, if e=1 and vK (z)q&1, we would have
qvE (t)=vK (z),
which is a contradiction. This gives (i).
Now, let *f # 4f, 0 , *f {0. We have
:
s
i=0
(?)f, i * p
i
f =0.
This implies
*q&1f #&?(PqK),
hence
?*1&qf #&1(PK).
We suppose vK (z)q. Set
H(X )= :
s
i=0
(?)f, i * p
i&q
f X
pi&z*&qf .
Then H(X ) # OK[X] and H(X ) is monic. Note that H(t*&1f )=0. But,
H$(X )=?*1&qf , thus EK is unramified. Furthermore, for i=1, ..., s&1,
vK ((?)f, i * p
i&q
f )>0. Therefore
H(X )#X q&X&z*&qf (PK).
It suffices to apply Hensel’s Lemma to get (ii) and (iii). K
Proposition 2.2. Let L=?X+X q be the basic LubinTate polynomial.
(i) Let a # Ok ; write [a]L=j0 (a)L, j X p
j
. Then (a)L, j=0 if
k0(s).
(ii) Let ‘ # F(K )=F(k); then [‘]L=‘X.
(iii) LogL=X+k1 (&1k(>ki=1 (?
qi&?))&1 Xqk.
(iv) ExpL=X+k1 (>ki=1 (?
qi&?)&qk& i) Xqk.
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Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are clear. Write LogL=i0 +L, iX p
i
. Then, by
(i), if i0(s), we have +L, i=0. Now
[?n]L= :
j0
(?n)L, js Xq
j
.
We have [?]L b [?n]L=[?n]L b [?]L ; this leads to
?(?n)L, ls+(?n)qL, (l&1) s=?
ql(?n)L, ls+(?n)L, (l&1) s .
We get
(?n)L, ls=
&1
?ql&?
(?n)L, (l&1) s+
1
?ql&?
(?n)qL, (l&1) s .
But, by Lemma 1.5, we have
lim
n
1
?n
1
?ql&?
(?n)qL, (l&1)s=0.
Thus
+L, ls=
&1
?ql&?
+L, (l&1) s .
This gives (iii).
Set
U(X )=X+ :
k1 \‘
k
i=1
(?qi&?)&qk&i+ Xqk.
Note that
U(?X )=[?]L (U(X )).
Let T(X ) be the inverse of U(X ), i.e., T b U=U b T=X. We have
T([?]L)=?T.
Write T(X )=X+k1 CkXq
k
, with Ck # k. Then, for k1, we have
Ck?q
k
+Ck&1=?Ck .
This implies T=LogL . K
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Proposition 2.3. Let n0 be an integer. Let x be a prime of Kn .
(i) Let : # Kn*. Write :=xr:1 , with r # F and :1 # Un . Then there
exists g1(X ) # Ok[[X]] such that g1(x)=:1 . Set g(X )=X rg1(X ). Then
Dlx(:)= g$(x): is well-defined modulo Dn .
(ii) The map Dlx : Kn*  P&1n Dn is an homomorphism of groups and
Dlx(Un)/On Dn .
Proof. See [LA, Chap. 9, Sect. 2]. K
Proposition 2.4. Let f # C? . Let x be a prime of K. Let TKk be the
trace map from K to k. Let z # P2K and : # K*. Then (1?) TKk(Logf (z)
Dlx(:)) is well-defined modulo Pk and it is in Ok Pk .
Proof. Let z # P2K . Then vk(z)>1q&1. Therefore vk(Logf (z))=vk(z).
By Proposition 2.3, we must prove that
1
?
TKk(Logf (z) D0)/Pk .
Let $ # D0 . Then
vk(Logf (z) $)
2
q&1
+
q&2
q&1
>1.
Therefore, (1?) TKk(Logf (z) $) # Pk .
Let : # K*. Then Dlx(:) # P&1K D0 . Thus
vk(Logf (z) Dlx(:))1.
This implies that (1?) TKk(Logf (z) Dlx(:)) # Ok Pk . K
Let L be the basic LubinTate polynomial. Let *L # 4L, 0 , *L {0. For
z # P2K and : # K*, we set
(z, :)=
1
?
TKk(LogL(z) Dl*L(:)).
First, we compute some special values of the local CarlitzKummer
symbol for the basic LubinTate polynomial. These computations have
already been done by Schultheis in his Thesis [SC3], but it is unpublished.
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Theorem 2.5. (i) (*qL , *L) L, 0=*L .
(ii) Let i1 and j1 with i{q. Then (* iL , *
j
L) L, 0=0.
(iii) Let i1, j1 and ; # F(k). Then:
 if q&i1 and j divides q&i, we have (*iL , 1&;*
j
L) L, 0=
&j;(q&i)j*L ,
 otherwise, (* iL , 1&;*
j
L) L, 0=0.
Proof. (i) Let t # C such that [?]L(t)=*qL . Set E=K(t). By
Proposition 2.1, [E : K]= p and EK is unramified. Thus
(*L , EK ) \ t*L+#
tq
*qL
(PE).
But
\ t*L+
q
&\ t*L+=1,
because *q&1L =&?. Therefore
(*L , EK ) \ t*L+#1+
1
*L
(PE).
But (*L , EK )(t*L)=(t+$)*L with $ # 4L, 0 . Thus, we must have
$
*L
#1(PK).
But $=‘*L with ‘ # F(k). Thus ‘=1 and
(*L , EK )(t)=t+*L .
(ii) By (CK1), it suffices to show that (* iL , *L) L, 0=0 for i1 and
i{q. Let ‘ # F(k)* and let _ # Gal(Kk) such that _(*L)=‘*L . By (CK3),
we have
‘(* iL , *L) L, 0=(_(*L)
i, _(*L)) L, 0 .
Now, by (CK4), we get
(_(*L) i, _(*L)) L, 0=(‘i* iL , *L) L, 0 .
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By (CK1) and Proposition 2.2, we have
(‘i* iL , *L) L, 0=‘
i(* iL , *L) L, 0 .
Therefore, we get
\‘ # F(k)*, (‘&‘i)(* iL , *L) L, 0=0.
Thus if (* iL , *L) L, 0 {0, we must have \‘ # F(k), ‘=‘
i. But this implies
iq. Since i{q, we must have iq+1. If suffices to apply Proposition 2.1
to conclude.
(iii) Let i1, j1, and ; # F(k)*. Let n1 be an integer such that
i+njq+1. We apply (CK7) and Proposition 2.1,
(* iL , 1&;*
j
L) L, 0= :
n
k=1
(* i+kjL ;
k, * i+(k&1) jL ;
k&1) L, 0 .
But, for k1, we have
(* i+kjL ;
k, * i+(k&1) jL ;
k&1) L, 0=;k(i+(k&1) j)(* i+kjL , *L) L, 0 .
Now apply (i) and (ii). K
Lemma 2.6. Let z1 , z2 # P2K , :1 , :2 # K*, and a # Ok .
(i) (z1+z2 , :1)=(z1 , :1)+(z2 , :1).
(ii) (z1 , :1:2)=(z1 , :1)+(z1 , :2).
(iii) ([a]L (z1), :1)=a(z1 , :1).
Proof. It is a consequence of Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 1.6. K
Proposition 2.7. Let i2 be an integer. Then:
(i) (* iL , *L)=0 if i{q,
(ii) (*qL , *L)=1.
Proof. Let j1 be an integer. Then
TKk(* jL)=\ :‘ # F(k)* ‘
j+ * jL .
Therefore:
 for 1 jq&2, TKk(* jL)=0,
 for j=q&1, TKk(* jL)=?,
 for jq, TKk(* jL) # P
2
k .
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Let i2 be an integer. Write LogL=i0 +L, iXq
i
, with +L, 0=1 and for
i1, +L, i=(&1) i > ik=1 (?
qk&?)&1 (see Proposition 2.2). We have
LogL(* iL) Dl*L(*L)= :
j0
+L, j * iq
j&1
L .
Now
vK (+L, j* iq
j&1
L )=iq
j&1& j(q&1).
Thus, for j1, we have
vK (+L, j* iq
j&1
L )q.
Therefore
TKk \ :j1 +L, j*
iq j&1
L +#0 (P2k).
Now use the remark at the beginning of the proof to conclude. K
Proposition 2.8. Let i2, j1 and ; # F(k).
(i) If q&i1 and j divides q&i, then (* iL , 1&;*
j
L)=&j;
(q&i)j.
(ii) Otherwise, (*iL , 1&;*
j
L)=0.
Proof. We have
Dl*L(1&;*
j
L)=
& j;* j&1L
1&;* jL
=&j :
n1
;n *nj&1L .
We get
LogL(* iL) Dl*L(1&;*
j
L)=&j :
k0, n1
;n+L, k* iq
k+nj&1
L .
If k1, we have
vk(;n+L, k* iq
k+nj&1
L )q.
For k=0, we have to study n1 ;n* i+nj&1L . But, by the proof of
Proposition 2.7:
 for 2i+nj&1q&2, TKk(* i+nj&1L )=0,
 for i+nj&1q, TKk(* i+nj&1L ) # P
2
k ,
 for i+nj&1=q&1, TKk(* i+nj&1L )=?.
The proposition follows. K
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Proposition 2.9. Let L be the basic LubinTate polynomial and let
*L # 4L, 0 , *L {0. Let z # P2K and : # K*. Then
(z, :) L, 0=_1? TKk(LogL(z) Dl*L(:))&L (*L).
Proof. Let z # Pq+1K and : # K*. Write :=*
n
Lu, with n # Z and u # UK .
By Lemma 2.6, we have
(z, :)=n(z, *L)+(z, u).
But for j0, we have vK (+L, jzq
j*&1L )q. Therefore (z, *L)=0. Now, by
Proposition 2.3, Dl*L(u) # Ok Pk , thus (z, u)=0. Therefore
(z, :)=0.
Now, let z # P2K and : # K*. Then
z#;2*2L+ } } } +;q*
q
L(P
q+1
K ),
with ;i # F(k). By Proposition 2.1
(z, :)L, 0= :
q
i=2
; i(* iL , :) L, 0 .
By our previous discussion
(z, :)= :
q
i=2
; i (* iL , :).
Therefore, it is enough to prove that for i2(* iL , :) L, 0=[(*
i
L , :)]L (*L).
Write :=*nL‘u, with n # Z, ‘ # F(k)*, and u # U
(1)
K . We have
(* iL , :) L, 0=n(*
i
L , *L)L, 0+(*
i
L , u) L, 0 ,
and
(* iL , :)=n(*
i
L , *L)+(*
L, u).
Note that U (1)K is, as a topological group, generated by
1&;* jL , ; # F(k)*, j1.
Now, if = # U (n)K for n sufficiently large, we have (*
i
L , =) L, 0=0. Note also
that if = # U (n)K , then Dl*L(=) # P
n&1
K . Thus, for n sufficiently large, if = # U
(n)
K ,
(* iL , =)=0. It remains to apply Theorem 2.5, Propositions 2.7 and 2.8. K
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Theorem 2.10. Let f # C? . Let *f # 4f, 0 , *f {0. Let z # P2K and : # K*.
Then
(z, :) f, 0=_1? TKk(Logf (z) Dl*f (:))& f (*f).
Proof. Set *L=%L, f (*f). Then *L # 4L, 0 and *L {0. By (CK2), we
have
(%L, f (z), :) L, 0=%L, f ((z, :) f, 0).
By Theorem 2.9, we get
(%L, f (z), :) L, 0=_1? TKk(LogL(%L, f (z)) Dl*L(:))&L (*L).
But by Proposition 1.8,
LogL(%L, f (z))=Logf (z).
Furthermore, recall that
\a # Ok , %L, f b [a]f=[a]L b %L, f .
Thus
(z, :) f, 0=_1? TKk(Logf (z) Dl*L(:))& f (*f).
Note that %L, f is Fp -linear and %L, f=X+higher terms with coefficients in
Ok . Thus
Dl*L(:)#Dl*f (:)(D0).
This concludes the proof of the theorem. K
3. HIGHER EXPLICIT RECIPROCITY LAWS
In this section, we prove Wiles’ Theorem [WI, Theorem 1] for the local
CarlitzKummer symbol of level n.
From now on we fix f # C? , *0 # 4L, 0 , *0 {0 and for k1, *k # 4f, k such
that [?]f (*k)=*k&1 . We also fix an integer n0.
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Let m0 be an integer and let : # K*m . We set
$m(:)=
1
?m
Dl*m(:).
Proposition 3.1. (i) Let m0 be an integer, then $m : K*m  ?&mP&1m 
D0 Om is an homomorphism of groups and $m(Um)/?&mOm D0Om .
(ii) Let / : Gal(kabk)  Uk defined by \k0, _(*k)=[/(_)] f (*k).
Let m0, : # K*m and _ # Gal(kabk). Then
$m(_(:))=/(_) _($m(:)).
(iii) Let mn and : # Un . Then
$m(:)#$n(:)(D0Om).
(iv) Let mn and : # K*m . Then
$n(Nm, n(:))#Tm, n($m(:))(On).
(v) Let mn. Then
$n(*n)=Tm, n($m(*m)).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.3 and [LA, Chap. 9, Sect. 2]. K
Lemma 3.2. We can write Logf=l0 Af, l(X )(Xq
l?l), with Af, l(X ) #
Ok[X].
Proof. Recall that, by Proposition 1.6, Logf= i0 +f, iX p
i
, with +f, i # k
and vk(+f, i)&[is], where s=[F(k) : Fp]. Thus set
Af, l(X )= :
sli<s(l+1)
+f, i?lX p
i&ql.
The lemma follows. K
Let m be an integer, mn. Let z # Pn and : # K*m . We set
(z, :)m=
1
?
Tm(Logf (z) $m(:)).
Proposition 3.3. (i) Let z # Pn and m2n+1. Then Tm((1?)
Logf (z) Om)/Pn+1k .
(ii) Let z # P2qnn and mn. Then Tm((1?) Logf (z) D0 Om)/P
n+1
k .
(iii) Let z # P2qnn D0 and mn. Then Tm((1?) Logf (z) Om)/P
n+1
k .
Proof. This comes from Lemma 3.2 and [LA, Chap. 9, Sect. 3]. K
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Proposition 3.4. The symbol (z, :)m is well-defined modulo Pn+1k in
each of the following cases:
(i) z # Pn and m2n+1,
(ii) z # P2qnn and mn.
Furthermore, in case (ii), (z, :)m # Ok Pn+1k .
Proof. The fact that (z, :)m is well-defined modulo Pn+1k in the two
cases comes from (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.3. Now, in case (ii), we have
vk(z)>1q&1. Thus vk(Logf (z))=vk(z). Hence vk(Logf (z))2q&1. This
implies
1
?
Logf (z) D0 /Pn .
Note that
(z, :)m=
1
?m+1
Tm(Logf (z) Dl*m(:)).
Now recall that Dl*m(:) # P
&1
m and Dm=?
mD0Om . Thus
1
?m+1
Logf (z) Dl*m(:) # D
&1
m .
The proposition follows. K
Proposition 3.5. Let kmn. Let z # Pn and : # K k*. Then (z, :)k #
(z, Nk, m(:))m (Pn+1k ) in each of the following cases:
(i) z # Pn and m2n+1,
(ii) z # P2qnn D0 and mn.
Proof. This comes from (iii), (i) of Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.1.
See [LA, Chap. 9, Sect. 3] for more details. K
Lemma 3.6. Let y # Pn , vKn( y)iq
n(q&1)&1 for some i1. Then
Tn( y)#0 (Pn+i&1k ).
Proof. Note that Tn( y) # Pn+i&1n is equivalent to Tn((1?
n+i&1y) # Ok .
Recall that D&1n =?
&nD&10 On . Thus it suffices to prove
1
?i&1
yD0 # On .
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But
vKn \ 1? i&1 yD0+&(i&1) qn(q&1)+iqn(q&1)&1+(q&2) qn0. K
Theorem 3.7. Let y # Pn such that vKn( y)iq
n(q&1)&1 for some i1.
Then
Nn(1+ y)#1+Tn( y)(P2i+n&2k ).
Proof. First, we prove it for n=0. Let y # P0 with vK0( y)i(q&1)&1.
We can write
N0(1+ y)=1+T0( y)+ y2 $,
where $ # O0 and y2 $ # Ok . Now,
vk( y2 $)
2
q&1
(i(q&1)&1)2i&2.
This concludes the case n=0. Now we suppose that it is true for n and we
can prove it for n+1. Let y # Pn+1 such that vKn+1( y)iq
n+1(q&1)&1.
We can write
Nn+1, n(1+ y)=1+Tn+1, n( y)+ y2 $,
where $ # On+1 and y2 $ # On . We have
vKn( y
2 $)
2
q
(iqn+1(q&1)&1)2iqn(q&1)&1.
Now recall that D&1n+1, n=?
&1On+1 . Thus
vKn(Tn+1, n( y))(i+1) q
n(q&1)&1.
Set z=Tn+1, n( y)+ y2$ and j=i+1. Then z # Pn and
vKn(z) jq
n(q&1)&1.
Therefore
Nn(1+z)#1+Tn(z)(P2j+n&2k ).
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But Tn(z)=Tn+1( y)+Tn( y2$). By Lemma 3.6, we have
Tn( y2 $)#0 (P2i+n&1k ).
Thus
Nn+1(1+ y)#1+Tn+1( y)(P2i+(n+1)&2k ). K
Corollary 3.8. Let y # Pn , vKn( y)(n2+2) q
n(q&1)&1. Then
Nn(1+ y)&1#1&Tn( y)(P2(n+1)k ).
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.7,
Nn(1+ y)#1+Tn( y)(P2(n+1)k ).
But, by Lemma 3.6, we have
Tn( y)#0 (Pn+1k ).
Thus
Nn(1+ y)(1&Tn( y))#1 (P2(n+1)k ).
The corollary follows.K
Lemma 3.9. Let z # Pn such that vk(z)n2+2. Then
(z, *n) f, n=[(z, *n)n] f (*n).
Proof. Recall that (z, *n)n=(1?n+1) Tn(Logf (z)(1*n)) and, by
Proposition 3.4, it is well-defined modulo Pn+1k . Now, for l1, we have
vk \z
ql
?l+2vk(z)&1.
Thus, by Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 1.6, we can write
Logf (z)=z+
z2
?
$,
where $ # On . Now, since vk(z)n2+2, we have
Tn \ 1?n+2 z2$
1
*n +#0 (Pn+1k ).
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Therefore
(z, *n)n #
1
?n+1
Tn \ z*n+ (Pn+1k ).
Now, by Proposition 1.11, we have
z, 1+ z*n f, n=0.
But
(z, *n , z+*n) f, n=z+*n , 1+ z*nf, n+z+*n , *n f, n
=z, 1+ z*n f, n+*n , 1+
z
*n f, n+(z, *n) f, n .
Therefore
(z, *n) f, n=&*n , 1+ z*n f, n .
By Proposition 1.12,
*n , 1+ z*n f, n=_
1
?n+1 \Nn \1+
z
*n +
&1
&1+&f (*n).
By Corollary 3.8,
Nn \1+ z*n +
&1
#1&Tn \ z*n+ (P2(n+1)k ).
Therefore
*n , 1+ z*n f, n=&[(z, *n)n]f (*n).
The lemma follows. K
Theorem 3.10. Let z # Pn . Then
(z, *n) f, n=_ 1?n+1 Tn \Logf (z)
1
*n+&f (*n).
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Proof. This follows from (CK6), Lemma 3.9, and [LA, Theorem 5.1
and Theorem 5.2]. K
Theorem 3.11. Let z # Pn , vk(z)n2+2. Let : # Un . Then
(z, :) f, n=_ 1?n+1 Tn(Logf (z) Dl*n(:))& f (*n).
Proof. It is the same proof as that of Theorem 6.1 in Chapter 9 of
[LA]. K
Theorem 3.12. Let z # Pn and let kmn. Let : # Kk*. Suppose
k4n+4 and m2n+1. Then
(z, Nk, n(:)) f, n=[(z, Nk, m(:))m]f (*n).
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, we have
(z, :)k #(z, Nk, m(:))m (Pn+1k ),
for m2n+1. Now, if k4n+4, we have
vk([?k&n] f (z))
k
2
+2.
By Theorem 3.10, it suffices to prove theorem when : is an unit. The
proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.10 with the help of Theorem 3.11
(see [LA, Theorem 7.1]). K
4. APPLICATION TO THE CARLITZ’ MODULE
Let Fq be a finite field having q elements and let p be the characteristic
of Fq . Let T be an indeterminate over Fq , and set Q=Fq(T ), Z=Fq[T].
Set D0=1 and for i1, Di=(T q
i
&T ) Dqi&1 . The Carlitz’ exponential is
defined as
ExpC(X )= :
i0
X qi
D i
.
For a # Z, there exists an unique Fq -linear polynomial [a]C in Z[X] such
that [GO, Proposition 3.1]
ExpC(AX )=[a]C (ExpC(X )).
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We have [T]C=TX+Xq, and the map: Z  EndGa , a [ [a]C , is an
homomorphism of rings called the Carlitz’ module [GO, Theorem 3.3.4].
The Carlitz’ logarithm, LogC(X ), is the inverse of ExpC(X ). Set L0=1,
and for i1, Li=(T q
i
&T ) Li&1 . We have [GO, Chap. 3, Sect. 3.4]
LogC(X )= :
i0
(&1) i
Xqi
Li
.
Let P be an monic irreducible polynomial in Z. We denote the comple-
tion of Q at P by QP . Let ZP be the valuation ring of QP and let Q P be
a fixed algebraic closure of QP . Let CP be a completion of Q P with respect
to vP , where vP is the P-adic valuation on QP . Here P is our fixed prime
of QP .
Then, by [HA, Proposition 2.4], [P]C is a Carlitz’ polynomial with
respect to our prime P (see Section 1). Thus the Carlitz’ module extends
uniquely to a ring homomorphism: ZP  EndGa , a [ [a]C .
For n0, set 4P, n=[: # CP , [Pn+1]C(:)=0] and let Kn=QP(4P, n).
Let *0 # 4P, 0 , *0 {0, and for n1, let *n # 4P, n such that [P]C(*n)=
*n&1 .
Proposition 4.1.
LogC(X )=lim
n
1
Pn
[Pn]C .
Proof. Set T(X )=limn (1Pn)[Pn]C . Then, by Proposition 1.6, such
a limit exists in QP[[X]]. Write T(X )= i0 AiXq
i
, with Ai # QP and
A0=1. Let d=deg P. We have
[Pn]C= :
nd
i=0
(Pn)C, i Xq
i
.
For i1, we have the Goss’ relations [GO, Proposition 3.3.10]
(Pn)C, i=
1
T qi&T
((Pn)qC, i&1&(P
n)C, i&1).
But, by Lemma 1.5, we have
lim
n
1
Pn
1
T qi&T
(Pn)qC, i&1=0.
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Recall that Ai=limn (1Pn)(Pn)C, i . Thus, for i1, we get
Ai=
&1
T qi&T
Ai&1 .
Therefore, for i0, we have Ai=(&1) i L&1i . K
Proposition 4.2. Set 4P=n0 4P, n . Then
[: # CP , vP(:)>0 and LogC(:)=0]=4P .
Proof. Let x # 4P . Then there exists an integer n such that
[Pn+1]C (x)=0. Now, Pn+1 LogC(x)=LogC([Pn+1]C (x))=0. Thus
LogC(X )=0.
Let x # Cp , vP(x)>0, and LogC(x)=0. There exists an integer n0,
such that vP([Pn+1]C (x))>1(qd&1), where d=deg P. By Proposition 1.7,
ExpC(LogC([Pn+1]C (x)))=[Pn+1]C (x).
But
LogC([Pn+1]C (x))=Pn+1 LogC(X )=0.
Thus [Pn+1]C (x)=0, i.e., x # 4P . K
Let n0 be an integer. Let z # PKn and let t # Cp such that
[Pn+1]C (t)=0. Set E=Kn(t). Let : # Kn*. Set
(z, :)C, n=(:, EKn)(t)&t.
This symbol has been introduced by Rosen and Schultheis in [SC2]. If we
apply the theorems of Sections 2 and 3, we get
Theorem 4.3. (i) Let z # PKn . Then (z, *n) C, n=[(1P
n+1) TKnQP
(LogC(z)(1*n))]C (*n).
(ii) Let z # PKn , vP(z)n2+2, and let : # K n*. Then
(z, :)C, n=_ 1Pn+1 TKnQP(LogC(z) Dl*n(:))&C (*n).
(iii) Let k4n+4 and 2n+1mk. Let z # PKn and : # Kk*. Then
(z, NKk Kn(:))C, n=_ 1Pm+1 TKmQP(LogC(z) Dl*m(NKk Km(:)))&C (*n).
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(iv) Let x # 4P, 0 , x{0. Let z # P2K0 and let : # K 0*. Then
(z, :) C, 0=_1P TK0 Qp(LogC(z) Dlx(:))&C (x).
Note that if z # PKn , vk(z)2(q
d&1), where d=deg P, then by
Proposition 3.4, (1Pn+1) TKnQP(LogC(z) Dl*n(:)) is well-defined modulo
Pn+1 and it is in ZP Pn+1ZP . Thus it would be interesting to have (ii) of
Theorem 4.3 for vP(z)2(qd&1) instead of vP(z)n2+2.
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